TODAY’S SCRIPTURE FOCUS:
MARK 3:31-35

“WHO’s IN & WHO’s OUT?”

DEFINITION: “COMMUNITY”
a social group of any size whose members...share common characteristics or interests and perceives itself as distinct in some respect from the larger society

SERMONIC POINTS:
#1: FAMILY
#2: FRIENDS
#3: FAITH

SERMONIC PNT.#1:
FAMILY
Our biological families are indeed important...

“Then HIS brothers...and mother came, and standing outside they sent to HIM, calling HIM.”
Mark 3:31
SERMONIC PNT.#2: FRIENDS
GOD calls us to constantly be outwardly focused...

“And a multitude was sitting around HIM; and they said to HIM,”
Mark 3:32a

“‘Look, your mother...and brothers’ are outside seeking YOU.’”
Mark 3:32b

“But HE answered them, saying, ‘Who is MY mother, or MY brothers?’”
Mark 3:33

SERMONIC PNT.#3: FAITH
We must redefine the rubrics of sisterhood & brotherhood;

“...HE looked around a circle at those who sat about HIM...said, ‘Here are MY mother and MY brothers!’”
Mark 3:34
“‘For whoever does the will of GOD is MY brother and MY sister and mother.’”

Mark 3:35